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Abstract In this project I have assembled a face detection and tracking system. In this report we're going to look at how to use OpenCV, a real time computer vision library, with Processing, Arduino, a webcam and a pan/tilt bracket to create a video that will keep a person's face in the middle of the frame as they walk around the room. Basically, the webcam sends video frames to OpenCV running on a Windows PC. If OpenCV detects a face it will track it and calculate its center's X, Y coordinates. The coordinates are then passed to the Arduino via a serial USB connection. The Arduino controls the movement of the webcam with the help of two pan/tilt servos to follow the detected face. OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) : http://opencv.org/ Library (version 2.4.6) : (http://opencv.org/downloads.html) is an open-source library that includes several hundreds of real-time computer vision algorithms. The OpenCV 2.4.6 is a C/C++, Python and Java API. This is an integration project between hardware and software tools. The image processing Java code samples are
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A. Introduction This part introduces the goal of this project and which devices we will use, and which requirements we will need.



A.1. Prototyping Platform



Servos



Figure 1 Shows all devices used for my project



A.2. Software Required (for realize the project, not for working) • • • •



Arduino, Processing, OpenCV Framework (Windows, Max OS, Linux), OpenCV Processing Library.
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A.3. Firmware Required • •



OpenCV Java, UncleEyes.jar, SerialServoControl Sketch, cam-servo.ino.



A.4. Hardware Required • • • • • • • • •



PC or Mac, Arduino Uno, Standard Servomotor (2 servos), Webcam with USB, USB cable (for Arduino), 9V DC Power Adapter (for Arduino), Breadboard, Jumper Wires, Male Header Pins (for servomotor pins), 2x 3 pins lengths.



A.5. Installation and integration issues Everything we need to build this project has already been generated with this report (i.e. additional pages). So download the UncleEyes.jar application (and some small applications created for this report) at : http://walker.peter.free.fr/uncleWorks/uncleyes.html



A.6. Attach servos and camera There are several pieces for this project that need to be assembled. I fixed my devices into a box, but we don't want to affix any of the project parts permanently. So we can use wire to tie servos and the webcam together. To keep the whole servo and webcam assembly from moving randomly during the operation, we can use a clamp to tie it down.
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A.7. Wiring the parts together The wiring is simple. We will use a breadboard to make the connections. A.7.1. SERVOS This devices are capable to move the webcam according to it axis. The yellow/orange signal wire for the pan (X axis) servo goes to digital pin 9. The yellow/orange signal wire for the tilt (Y axis) servo goes to digital pin 10. The red/Vcc wires of both servos go to the Arduino's 5V pin. The black/brown/GND/ wires of both servos go to Arduino's GND pin.



A.7.2. WEBCAM This device is very useful, without it the project would have no direction. The webcam's USB goes to the PC. The Java code will identify it via a number representing the USB port its connected to.



A.7.3. ARDUINO We will use the Arduino Uno, because of its many numerical/analogical input/output and low price. The Arduino Uno is connected to the PC via USB. We will use 57600bps baud rate with Arduino and Java. In fact, you have the body (the core) for Arduino, the eyes for the Webcam, the arms for servos, and the brain for Java Application.
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B. Introduction to Face Detection and Face Recognition “Face Recognition” is a very active area in the Computer Vision and Biometrics fields, as it has been studied vigorously for 25 years and is finally producing applications in security, robotics, human-computer-interfaces, digital cameras, games and entertainment.



“Face Recognition” generally involves two stages : •



Face Detection, where a photo is searched to find any face, then image processing cleans up the facial image for easier recognition,



•



Face Recognition, where that detected and processed face is compared to a database of known faces, to decide who that person is.



Since 2002, Face Detection can be performed fairly reliably such as with OpenCV's Face Detector, working in roughly 90-95% of clear photos of a person looking forward at the camera. It's usually harder to detect a person's face when they are viewed from the side or at an angle, and sometimes this requires 3D Head Pose Estimation. It can also be very difficult to detect a person's face if the photo is not very bright, or if part of the face is brighter than another or has shadows or is blurt or wearing glasses, etc. However, Face Recognition is much less reliable than Face Detection, generally 30-70% accurate. Face Recognition has been a strong field of research since the 1990's, but is still far from reliable, and more techniques are being invented each year. It's like that I prefer make a Face Detection project because of my short time for realize a project.



B.1. How Face Detection Works OpenCV's face detector uses a method that Paul Viola and Michael Jones published in 2001. Usually called simply the Viola-Jones method, or even just Viola-Jones, this approach to detecting objects in images combines four keys concepts : • • • •



Simple rectangular features, called Haar features, An Integral Image for rapid feature detection, The AdaBoost machine-learning method, A cascaded classifier to combine many features efficiently.



The features that Viola and Jones used are bases on Haar wavelets. Haar wavelets are single wavelenght square waves (one high interval and one low interval). In two dimensions, a square wave is a pair of adjacent rectangles – one light and one dark. - 7/37 -



The actual rectangle combinations used for visual object detection are not true Haar wavlets. Instead, they contain rectangle combinations better suited to visual recognition tasks. Because of that difference, these features are called Haar features, or Haarlike features, rather than Haar wavelets.



Figure 2 Shows the features that OpenCV uses



The presence of a Haar feature is determined by subtracting the average dark-region pixel value from the average light-region pixel value. If the difference is above a threshold (set during learning), that feature is said to be present. To determine the presence or absence of hundreds of Haar features at every image location and at several scales efficiently, Viola and Jones used a technique called an Integral Image. In general, “integrating” means small units together. In this case, the small units are pixel values. The integral value for each pixel is the sum of all the pixels above it and to its left. Starting at the top left and traversing to the right and down, the entire image can be integrated with a few integer operations per pixel.



Figure 3 a. After integrating, the pixel at (x, y) contains the sum of all pixel values in the shaded rectangle. b. The sum of pixel values in rectangle D is (x4, y4) – (x2, y2) - (x3, y3) + (x1, y1).
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As Figure 3 shows, after integration, the value at each pixel location, (x, y), contains the sum of all pixel values within a rectangular region that has one corner at the top left of the image and the other at location (x, y). To find the average pixel value in this rectangle, we would only need to divide the value at (x, y) by the rectangle's area. But what if we want to know the summed values for some other rectangle, one that doesn't have one corner at the upper left of the image ? Figure 3b shows the solution to that problem. Suppose you want the summed values in D. You can think of that as being the sum of pixel values in the combined rectangle, A + B + C + D, minus the sums in rectangles A + B and A + C, plus the sum of pixel values in A. In order words, D = A + B + C + D – (A + B) – (A + C) + A. Conveniently, A + B + C + D is the Integral Image's value at location 4, A + B is the value at location 2, A + C is the value at location 3, and A is the value at location 1. So, with an Integral Image, you can find the sum of pixel values for any rectangle in the original image with just three integer operations : (x4, y4) – (x2, y2) - (x3, y3) + (x1, y1) To select the specific Haar features to use, and to set threshold levels, Viola and Jones use a machine-learning method called AdaBoost. AdaBoost combines many “weak” classifiers to create one “strong” classifier.



Figure 4 The classifier cascade is a chain of filters. Image subregions that make it through the entire cascade are classified as “Face.” All others are classified as “Not Face”.
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“Weak” here means the classifier only gets the right answer a little more often than random guessing would. That's not very good. But if we had a whole lot of these weak classifiers, and each one “pushed” the final answer a little bit in the right direction we would have a strong, combined force for arriving at the correct solution. AdaBoost selects a set of weak classifiers to combine and assigns a weight to each. This weighted combination is the strong classifier.



Viola and Jones combined a series of AdaBoost classifiers as a filter chain, shown in Figure 4, that's especially efficient for classifying image regions. Each filter is a separate AdaBoost classifier with a fairly small number of weak classifiers. The acceptance threshold at each level is set low enough to pass all, or nearly all, face examples in the training set. The filters at each level are trained to classify training images that passed all previous stages. (The training set is a large database of faces, maybe at thousand or so). During use, if any one of these filters fails to pass an image region, that region is immediately classified as “Not Face”. When a filter passes an image region, it goes to the next filter in the chain. Image regions that pass through all filters in the chain are classified as “Face”. Viola and Jones dubbed this filtering chain a cascade.



Figure 5 The first two Haar features in the original Viola-Jones cascade.



The order of filters in the cascade is based on the importance weighting that AdaBoost assigns. The more heavily weighted filters come first, to eliminate non-face image regions as quickly as possible. Figure 5 shows the first two features from the original Viola-Jones cascade superimposed on a face. The first one keys off the cheek area being lighter than the eye region. The second uses the fact that the bridge of the nose is lighter than the eyes.
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C. Arduino : An Open Electronics Prototyping Platform



Arduino is a platform for prototyping interactive objects using electronics. It consist s of both hardware and software : a circuit bord that can be purchased at low cost or assenbled from freelyavailable plans ; and an open-source development environment and library for writing code to control the board.



C.1. Introduction There are many tools for prototyping with electronics, used for everything from new musical instruments to intelligent rooms, custom input devices and interactive art pieces. These tools attempt to reduce the difficulty of working with electronics and expand the number of people who can experiment with the medium. Many of them, however, are either commercial products – expensive and closed – or research projects unavailable for use by most people. Others consist only of circuit boards, providing no tools to simplify their programming.



C.2. Arduino Uno There are many different microcontroller and board development tools available for use int teaching and prototyping.



Figure 6 Arduino Uno used for my project. It allow to communicate, in serial with a computer for Java Application and controls the servos for move the webcam.
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Arduino Uno is the most easily to begin and for our project thanks to many characteristics : • • • • • • • •



ATMega 328, 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWN outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, a reset button.



It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller. Simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC to DC adapter or battery to get started. The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable, If using more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. A simple 9V battery can operate the board (i.e. fig.7).



Figure 7 Arduino card powered by a simple 9V battery There are many versions of the boars, but the main one is about the size of a playing card and costs €25 or $34 or 200¥. It contains a removable ATMega328 microcontroller which can be easily replaced if broken or remove from the board for use in a custom circuit. It includes extra components that enable it to communicate with the computer via USB, as the alternative interface, a serial port, is no longer available on most machines. The board can be powered directly from the USB connection or using an external power supply.



C.3. Software The Arduino software is an attempt to simplify the process of writing code without limiting the user's flexibility. It's built on many other open-source projects, adapting them to the Arduino - 12/37 -



hardware. The Arduino software consists of two main parts : the development environment and a core library. The Arduino development environment is a minimal but complete source code editor. It is a crossplatform application written in Java and usable under Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. In it, users can manage, edit, compile and upload their programs (called sketches). The environment includes a serial monitor, allowing the user to send data and receive data from the board, easing debugging. Because of the limited capacity of the microcontroller, some code is split into separate libraries which can be specifically included when required for a particular sketch. Anyone can write an additional library, which can be installed by simply moving it to the correct directory.



Figure 8 The Arduino environment, showing a simple example of code designed to blink an LED.
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D. Servo motor



In order to work with Arduino Uno we must choose a good motor for realize the project. Servo motor is the best technology to realize it.



D.1. Presentation The servo motor is actually an assembly of four components : • a normal DC motor, • a gear reduction unit, • a position-sensing device (usually a potentiometer), • a control circuit.



Figure 9 Micro Servo used.



The function of the servo is to receive a control signal that represents a desired output position of the servo shaft, and apply power to its DC motor until its shaft turns to that position. It uses the position-sensing device to determine the rotational position of the shaft, so its knows which way the motor must turn to move the shaft to the commanded position. The shaft typically does not rotate freely round and round like a DC motor, but rather can only turn 200 degrees back and forth. The servo has a 3 wire connection : • power, • ground, • control.
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The power source must be constantly applied, the servo has its own drive electronics that draw current from the power lead to drive the motor. The control signals is pulse width modulated (PWM). A longer pulse makes the servo turn to a clockwise from center position, and a shorter pulse makes the servo turn to a counter clockwise from center position. The servo control pulse is repeated every 20 milliseconds. In fact, every 20 milliseconds we are telling the servo, “go here”. We have many output PWM on Arduino that are suitable for our project requirements.



D.2. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Pulse Width Modulation, or PWM, uses digital signals to control power applications. It's a technique for getting analog results with digital means. Digital control is used to create a square wave, a signal switched between ON and OFF.



Figure 10 Some signals switched between ON and OFF.
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This ON/OFF pattern can simulate voltages in between full on (5 Volts) and off (0 Volt) by changing the portion of the time the signal spends on versus the time that the signal spends off. The duration of on time is called the pulse width. To get varying analog values, we change, or modulate, that pulse width. If we repeat this ON/OFF pattern fast enough with an LED for example, the result is as if the signal is a steady voltage between 0 and 5V controlling the brightness of LED. Figure 10, the green lines represent a regular time period. This duration or period is the inverse of the PWM frequency. In other words, with Arduino's PWM frequency at about 500Hz, the green lines would measure 2 milliseconds each. A call to analogWrite() is on a scale of 0 – 255, such that analogWrite(255) requests a 100% duty cycle (always on), and analogWrite(127) is 50% duty cycle (on half the time) for example.
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E. OpenCV with Java



E.1. Presentation OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) This is a library of programming functions mainly aimed at real-time computer vision, developed by Intel and released under a BSD licence and hence it's free for both academic and commercial use. It has C, C++, Python and Java interfaces and supports Windows, Linux, Max OS, iOS and Android. OpenCV was designed for computational efficiency and with a strong focus on real-time applications. Written in optimized C/C++, the library can take advantage of multi-core processing. Enabled with OpenCL, it can take advantage of the hardware acceleration of the underlying heterogeneous compute platform. Usage ranges from interactive art, to mines inspection, stitching maps on the web or through advanced robotics.



E.2. Window creation and drawing java class Basically, we also create a frame but then add inside a panel that gets drawn automatically by the GUI when needed (like when created, or moved...) by calling paintComponent. If we want to force it draw we can do repaint(). public class WindowDrawing extends JPanel{ private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; // Create a constructor method public WindowDrawing() { super(); // Calls the parent constructor } public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { // Draw a line from (10, 10) to (150, 150) g.drawLine(10, 10, 150, 150); } public static void main(String s[]) { JFrame frame = new JFrame("WindowDrawing"); WindowDrawing panel = new WindowDrawing(); frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); frame.setSize(200, 200); frame.setContentPane(panel); frame.setVisible(true); } }
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Now we load an image and present it in the window with the rawImage Method : String image_name = "res/pwalker-birthday.jpg"; Image image; // Create a constructor method public WindowDrawing() { super(); // Calls the parent constructor image = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getImage(image_name); } public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { // Load an image g.drawImage(image, 0, 0, 200, 200, this); }



We had the picture inside the “resources” directory. We can do the same with Jave io library, not the toolkit : // Create a constructor method public WindowDrawing() { super(); // Calls the parent constructor try { image = ImageIO.read(new File(image_name)); } catch (IOException e) { System.out.println("Error loading the image"); e.printStackTrace(); } }



“WindowDrawing.jar” and “WindowReadImage.jar” are the result of running the code above.



E.3. Creating windows and capturing webcam with Java and OpenCV As we saw, we can load a picture and display it, all in Java. Now we want to use OpenCV for some of this so that we can apply some signal processing to the image down the road...



E.4. Read the video stream (online-camera or offline-file) Essentially, all the functionalities required for video manipulation is integrated in the VideoCapture Class. This on itself builds on the Ffmpeg open source library. This is a basic dependency of OpenCV so we shouldn't need to worry about this. A video is composed of a succession of images, we refer to these in the literature as frames. In case of a video file there is a frame rate specifying just how long is between two frames. - 18/37 -



The first task you need to do is to assign to a VideoCapture Class its source. We can do this either via the constructor. If this argument is an integer then we will bind the class to a camera, a device. The number passed here is the ID of the device, assigned by the operating system. If we have a single camera attached to our system its ID will probably be zero and further ones increasing from there. If the parameter passed to these is a string it will refer to a video file, and the string points to the location and name of the file. To check if the binding of the class to a video source was successful or not, use the isOpened Method : if(capture.isOpened()) { System.out.println("(!) No captured frame"); }



Closing the video is automatic when the objects destructor is called. However, if we want to close it before this you need to call its release function. The frames of the video are just simple images. Therefore, we just need to extract them from the VideoCapture Object and put them inside a Mat one. The upper read operations will leave empty the Mat object if no frame could be acquired (either cause the video stream was closed or you got to the end of the video file). We can check this with a simple it : Mat frameRef = new Mat(); if(frameRef.empty()) { // exit the program }



Each case where to show off there using OpenCV I have created a small program that reads in a video stream by webcam : “VideoStreamCam.jar”



E.5. Java BuffuredImage to OpenCV conversion Basically how to “cast” the image from OpenCV (int Mat) in an image object that works with drawimage. Somehow, seems to be done by hand conversion, which is not very nice, but looks like there is not library call for this...
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E.5.1. BufferedImage to Mat BufferedImage image = myBufferedImage; byte[] data = ((DataBufferByte) image.getRaster().getDataBuffer()).getData(); Mat mat = new Mat(image.getHeight(), image.getWidth, CvType.CV_8UC3); mat.put(0, 0, data);



E.5.2. Mat to BuffuredImage Mat mat = myMat; byte[] data = new byte[mat.rows()*mat.cols()*(int)(mat.elemSize())]; mat.get(0, 0, data); if (mat.channels() == 3) { for (int i = 0; i < data.length; i += 3) { byte temp = data[i]; data[i] = data[i + 2]; data[i + 2] = temp; } } BufferedImage image = new BufferedImage(mat.cols(), mat.rows(), BufferedImage.TYPE_3BYTE_BGR); image.getRaster().setDataElements(0, 0, mat.cols(), mat.rows(), data);



E.6. Face Detection through webcam video stream using OpenCv/Java In this series of explains we learnt : - creating windows in java and drawing in them, - capture the camera stream with OpenCV and display using Java libraries Swing. Now we need to detect the faces and eyes on an input stream from a camera. We will use the CascadeClassifier Class to detect objects in a video stream. Particularly, we will use the functions : • •



load to load a .xml classifier file. It can be either a Haar or a LSB classifier, detectMultiSclale to perform the detection.
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Figure 11, is the result of running the code created for detecting faces and using as input the video stream of a build-in webcam :



Figure 11 This is a picture of my Face Detection Application with input video stream



E.7. Finding Faces in Images We'll show you how, to use OpenCV to detect faces. We'll explain how the Face Detection algorithm works, and give you tips for getting the most out of it.



E.7.1. Background and Preliminaries OpenCV uses a type of face detector called a Haar Cascade classifier. The paragraph, “How Face Detection Works” explains what this mouthful means. Figure 11 shows an example of OpenCV's face detector in action. The classifier uses data stores in an XML file to decide how to classify each image location. The OpenCV download includes four flavors of XML data for frontal face detection, and one for profile faces. It also includes three non-face XML files – one for full body (pedestrian) detection, one for upper body, and one for lower body.
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We would need to tell the classifier where to find the data file you want it to use. The one we would be using is called haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml. For try the system, we would also need an image to process. The image “lena.jpg” is a good one to test with. E.7.2. Initializing the detector The variable CascadeClassifier face_cascade holds the data from the XML file we located earlier. To load the XML data into face_cascade, we can use CascadeClassifier() construct : private CascadeClassifier face_cascade; String face_cascade_path = "res/haarcascades/haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml"; face_cascade = new CascadeClassifier(face_cascade_path);



Before detecting faces in images, we'll also need to instantiate a BuffuredImage object (image). This is a memory buffer that expands automatically, as needed. The face detector will put the list of detected faces into this buffer. We'll often need to load data from files with OpenCV. Since it's easy to get a path wrong, it's a good idea to insert a quick check to make sure everything loaded and initialized properly. A simple error check, print a diagnostic message, and exit if initialization fails : if (face_cascade.empty()) { System.out.println("(!)Error loading\n"); return; }



E.7.3. Running the detector We call detectFaces method to run the face detector. In this method we'll use detectMultiScale method. This method takes up to two Mat parameters. Detects objects of different sizes in the input image. The detected objects are returned as a list of rectangles. The first parameter is a Mat image : Matrix of the type CV_8U containing an image where objects are detected. Mine called mGrey. The second parameter is MatOfRect ojects. Vector of rectangles where each rectangle contains the detected object. Mine called MatOfRect faces.
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In order to use this method we must use some converters like explain above for working because we have a BuffuredImage. public Mat detectFaces(Mat inputframe) { Mat mRgba = new Mat(); Mat mGrey = new Mat(); MatOfRect faces = new MatOfRect(); inputframe.copyTo(mRgba); inputframe.copyTo(mGrey); // Detect all the faces in the greyscale image. Imgproc.cvtColor(mRgba, mGrey, Imgproc.COLOR_BGR2GRAY); Imgproc.equalizeHist(mGrey, mGrey); face_cascade.detectMultiScale(mGrey, faces); System.out.println(String.format("Detected %s faces", faces.toArray().length)); for (Rect rect : faces.toArray()) { Point center = new Point(rect.x + rect.width * 0.5, rect.y + rect.height * 0.5 ); Core.ellipse(mRgba, center, new Size(rect.width * 0.5, rect.height * 0.5), 0, 0, 360, new Scalar(128, 128, 0), 2, 8, 0); } return mRgba; }



E.7.4. Viewing the results The quick way to check if our program works is to use last small program who display the lena picture. Face detections are stored as a list of Rect. Access each detection rectangle and add its outline to the Mat mRgba variable, which holds the in-memory image loaded from file : System.out.println(String.format("Detected %s faces", faces.toArray().length)); for (Rect rect : faces.toArray()) { Point center = new Point(rect.x + rect.width * 0.5, rect.y + rect.height * 0.5 ); Core.ellipse(mRgba, center, new Size(rect.width * 0.5, rect.height * 0.5), 0, 0, 360, new Scalar(128, 128, 0), 2, 8, 0); } return mRgba;
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It necessary to add two methods before this code : - cvtColor : converts an image from one color space to another. In case of a transformation to-from RGB color space, the order of the channels should be specified explicitly. So the first byte in a standard (24 bit) color image will be an 8-bit Blue component, the second byte will be Green, and the third byte will be Red. (Blue, then Green, then Red) and so on. The conventional ranges for R, G, and B channel values are : • • •



0 to 255 for CV_8U images, 0 to 65535 for CV_16U images, 0 to 1 for CV_32F images.



If we use cvtColor with 8 bit images, the conversion will have some information lost. For many applications, this will not be noticeable but it is recommended to use 32 bit images in applications that need the full range of colors or that convert an image before an operation and then convert back. For our project is not important to obtain a good resolution so we'll use with 8 bit. Note that the default color format in OpenCV is often referred to as RGB but it is actually BGR (the bytes are reversed). Mat mRgba = new Mat(); Mat mGrey = new Mat(); // Converts an image from one color space to another Imgproc.cvtColor(mRgba, mGrey, Imgproc.COLOR_BGR2GRAY);



mRgba input image will be the first parameter with 8 bit unsigned. Mgrey output image will be the second parameter of the same size and depth as mRgba. Twice are convert like inputframe Mat. The last one is the color space conversion code. RGB → GRAY (COLOR_BGR2GRAY).



- equalizeHist : equalizes the histogram of a grayscale image. The function equalizes the histogram of the input image using the following algorithm : • calculate the histogram H for src (mGrey), • normalize the histogram so that the sum of histogram bins is 255, • compute the integral of the histogram, • transform the image.
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The algorithm normalizes the brightness and increases the contrast of the image. // Equalizes the histogram of the input image using the following algorithm Imgproc.equalizeHist(mGrey, mGrey);



E.7.5. Releasing resources The resources used by the input image, the XML data, and the storage buffer. If we'll be detecting faces in multiple images, we don't need to release the XML data or the buffer until after we are done detecting faces. E.7.6. The Haar Cascade There are several frontal face detector cascades in OpenCV. The best choice for we will depend on our set up. It's easy to switch between them – just change the file name. It's also possible to create our own, custom XML file using the HaarTraining application, in OpenCV's apps directory.
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F. Arduino – Java – USB / Serial Communication If we want to communicate with an Arduino using Java and the USB Serial Com Port, we should use the RXTX library.



F.1. Arduino Serial communication using a single Byte (8 Bit) The easiest and fastest way to get a working (bidirectional) serial communication is to send and receive a single Byte. The negative thing is that you can only send Numbers from 0 to 255. This is because one Byte are 8 Bit, one Bit has two states (0 and 1), so 8 Bit have 2^8 = 256 states. If we don't need to send bigger numbers (i.e. : our sensors don't have a bigger resolution) this is definitely the best way. If we want to send single Bytes with an Arduino over the Serial we have to use Serial.write() instead of Serial.print(). To send the value of a potentiometer for example, we have to map the incoming values (0..1023) to the size of one Byte (0..255). int curPotiValue = analogRead(A0); // reads the current Poti position curPotiValue = map(curPotiValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255); // maps it to the size of one Byte Serial.write(curPotiValue); // write it to the serial



We don't want to send data over the Serial connection when nothing has changed. That's why I added a little script to solve that.



int oldPotiValue = 0; // stores the old potentiometer value, to see changes void loop() { int curPotiValue = analogRead(A0); // reads the current Poti position // map the Poti input from 0...1023 to the range of one byte 0...255 curPotiValue = map(curPotiValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255); // checks if the value of the poti has changed if (curPotiValue != oldPotiValue) { Serial.write(curPotiValue); // write the Value to the Serial oldPotiValue = curPotiValue; // refresh oldPotiValue } delay(10); // give the pc time to recieve }
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Receiving a single Byte back from the Serial is also very simple. If we want to control a Servo for example we just have to map the incoming values 0..255 to the degrees our Servo can move 0..179. if (Serial.available() > 0) { // if serial is sending int received = Serial.read(); // read the first byte // map the received byte from 0...255 to the degrees our servo can move 0...179 received = map(received, 0, 255, 0, 179); myservo.write(received); // set the servo }



The full Arduino Code is as follow : #include // Settings int servoPin = 9; Servo myservo; // instance of my attached Servo int oldPotiValue = 0; // stores the old potentiometer value, to see changes void setup() { Serial.begin(9600); // start the serial myservo.attach(servoPin); // attache the servo on the servoPin } void loop() { int curPotiValue = analogRead(A0); // reads the current Poti position // map the Poti input from 0...1023 to the range of one byte 0...255 curPotiValue = map(curPotiValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255); // checks if the value of the poti has changed if (curPotiValue!=oldPotiValue) { Serial.write(curPotiValue); // write the Value to the Serial oldPotiValue=curPotiValue; // refresh oldPotiValue } if (Serial.available() > 0) { // if serial is sending int recieved = Serial.read(); // read the first byte // map the recieved byte from 0...255 to the degrees our servo can move 0...179 recieved = map(recieved, 0, 255, 0, 179); myservo.write(recieved); // set the servo } delay(10); // give the servo time to move, and the pc time to recieve }
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F.2. Java Serial communication using a single Byte (8 Bit) To receive and send a single Byte over the Serial communication you can use the serialEvent provided by the RXTX Library. Use the input.read() Method to store your received Byte in an integer. The values you can receive will be in the range of -127..127, so you have to convert them as follows : incoming value → real value 0 60 127 -127 -96 -1



→ → → → → →



0 60 127 128 160 255



In Java this scan be easily done with this line : int value = myByte & 0xff;



The whole Event Method is as follow : public synchronized void serialEvent (SerialPortEvent oEvent) { if (oEvent.getEventType() == SerialPortEvent.DATA_AVAILABLE) { try { int myByte = input.read(); // byte to int conversion:0..127,-127..0 -> 0..255 int value = myByte & 0xff; if (value >= 0 && value < 256) { // make sure everything is ok System.out.println(value); sendSingleByte((byte)myByte); } } catch (Exception e) { System.err.println(e.toString()); } } }



The Method sendingSingleByte just prints the received byte to the serial and flushes it : public void sendSingleByte(byte myByte) { try { output.write(myByte); output.flush(); } catch (Exception e) { System.err.println(e.toString()); } }
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F.3. Arduino Serial communication using two Bytes (16 Bit) If we want to transfer the full resolution of one of the Analogpins from an Arduino we have to use more than one Byte / 8 Bit. The Analogpins have a Resolution of 10 Bit which are 2^10 = 1024 states. Over the Serial we can only send full Bytes. If we transfer two Bytes, this means we can send Values in the range of 0...65536 (2 Bytes = 16 bit = 2^16 = 65536). So this is more than enough to transfer the values coming from an Analog pin. Sending and receiving two Bytes with an Arduino and a Java Application is not much more complicated than sending a single Byte. To send the Value from an Arduino you have to split the integer to two bytes like this : void send2bytes(int value) { Serial.write(value & 0xFF); Serial.write((value >> 8) & 0xFF); }



Alternatively we could also use a union to do that : void send2bytes(int value) { union { int i; byte b[2]; } u; u.i = value; Serial.write(u.b, 2); }



To receive a 16 Bit value from the Serial you have to read the two Bytes and make an integer out of them, like this : int recieve2bytes() { if(Serial.available() > 2) { union{ int i; byte b[2]; } v; // read the 2 bytes into the union v.b[0] = Serial.read(); v.b[1] = Serial.read(); return v.i; // return the integer of the union } else { return -1; } }
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F.4. Java Serial communication using two Bytes (16 Bit). The Java Code is almost the same as in the Single Byte Example. We have to correct values of your bytes (like done before) and make an int out of these. int low = b1 & 0xff; // byte range correction int high = b2 & 0xff; // 0...127,-127...0 -> 0...255 int value = (int) (high 0...255 int value = (int) (high =0 && value (oldPotiValue + 2) || curPotiValue < (oldPotiValue - 2)){ send2bytes(curPotiValue); oldPotiValue = curPotiValue; } int received = receive2bytes(); // call method recieve2bytes and store the result if (received >= 0){ // if an integer was recieved // map the recieved values (in this case 0...1023) to the degrees our servo can move 0...179 received = map(received, 0, 1023, 0, 179); myservo.write(received); } delay(10); } // Methods converts an integer to two bytes and sends them via the serial void send2bytes(int value) { // send both bytes Serial.write(value & 0xFF); Serial.write((value >> 8) & 0xFF); } // Method checks for incoming data in the serial // and converts the first two Bytes into an integer int receive2bytes() { if (Serial.available() > 2) { Serial.println("Serial Com Reading..."); union { int i; byte b[2]; } v; // paste the 2 bytes into the union v.b[0] = Serial.read(); v.b[1] = Serial.read(); return v.i; // return the integer } else { return -1; } }
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Arduino final full code : #include // Title: // Subject: // // Date:



WebCam Controled by the Servo This Sketch receives X,Y coordinates from the serial and moves the camera to center of those coordinates. Dec 2013



#define servomaxx 180 // max degree servo horizontal (x) can turn #define servomaxy 180 // max degree servo vertical (y) can turn #define screenmaxx 320 // max screen horizontal (x)resolution #define screenmaxy 240 // max screen vertical (y) resolution #define servocenterx 90 // center po#define of x servo #define servocentery 90 // center po#define of y servo #define servopinx 9 // digital pin for servo x #define servopiny 10 // digital servo for pin y #define baudrate 57600 // com port speed. Must match your C++ setting #define distancex 1 // x servo rotation steps #define distancey 1 // y servo rotation steps int int int int int int



valx valy posx posy incx incy



= = = = = =



0; // store x data 0; // store y data 0; 0; 10; // significant 10; // significant



from serial port from serial port increments of horizontal (x) camera movement increments of vertical (y) camera movement



Servo servox; Servo servoy; short MSB = 0; // to build 2 byte integer from serial in byte short LSB = 0; // to build 2 byte integer from serial in byte int MSBLSB = 0; // to build 2 byte integer from serial in byte. // A word stores a 16 bit unsigned number, // from 0 to 65535. Same as an unsigned int. void setup() { Serial.begin(baudrate); // connect to the serial port Serial.println("Starting Cam-servo Face tracker"); pinMode(servopinx, OUTPUT); // declare the DIGITAL's pin as output pinMode(servopiny, OUTPUT); // declare the DIGITAL's pin as output servoy.attach(servopiny); servox.attach(servopinx); // center servos servox.write(servocenterx); delay(200); servoy.write(servocentery); delay(200); }
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void loop () { while (Serial.available() = 4) { // wait for 4 bytes. // get X axis 2-byte integer from serial MSB = Serial.read(); delay(5); LSB = Serial.read(); MSBLSB = word(MSB, LSB); valx = MSBLSB; delay(5); // get Y axis 2-byte integer from serial MSB = Serial.read(); delay(5); LSB = Serial.read(); MSBLSB = word(MSB, LSB); valy = MSBLSB; delay(5); // read last servos positions posx = servox.read(); posy = servoy.read(); // Find out if the X component of the face is to the left of the middle of the screen. if(valx < (screenmaxx / 2 - incx)) { // Update the pan position variable to move the servo to the left. if ( posx >= incx ) posx += distancex; } // Find out if the X component of the face is to the right of the middle of the screen. else if (valx > screenmaxx/2 + incx) { // Update the pan position variable to move the servo to the right. if (posx = 5) posy += distancey; } // Find out if the Y component of the face is above the middle of the screen. else if (valy > (screenmaxy/2 + incy)) { // Update the tilt position variable to raise the tilt servo. if (posy > 8) & 0xff; arduino_com->sendChar(MSB); arduino_com->sendChar(LSB); // Send Y axis LSB = faces[i].y & 0xff; MSB = (faces[i].y >> 8) & 0xff; arduino_com->sendChar( MSB ); arduino_com->sendChar( LSB ); // serial com port send Mat faceROI = frame_gray( faces[i] ); }
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